A NEW VIEW: IMPROVING PUBLIC HEALTH THROUGH INNOVATIVE SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL TOOLS AND APPROACHES

Health, Behavior and Society Summer Institute

June 17-20, 2019

This course explores the many factors that influence health, emphasizing real world integrative thinking, tools and solutions. Topics include:

- An exploration of today’s most prevalent diseases and health challenges using biopsychosocial and environmental/ecological perspectives
- The emerging views of health and illness being used in research, program and policy arenas
- Innovative social and behavioral perspectives, tools and approaches

Instructor: Paul Gaist
Class Times: 9:00am - 4:50pm

To register, visit: https://tinyurl.com/summerinstitutes

The Health, Behavior and Society Summer Institute offers courses on a range of public health topics in an intensive, condensed format.

Hopkins employees may be eligible for tuition remission.

Department of Health, Behavior and Society
Contact: Shenay Johnson • shejohns@jhu.edu • 410.502.4415
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/hbs2019summerinstitute